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SEND YOUR NEWS AND SUGGESTIONS VIA THE DIRECT PATH TO THE EDITOR .
PLEASE DO NOT USE THE REPLY BUTTON, WHICH CAN COMPLICATE THINGS A BIT.

RICARDO BARROS, PPC member, pro-photographer, popular instructor, author and now Guest Speaker
will headline the program at our regular CLUB MEETING on WEDNESDAY, DEC 8, AT 7:30 PM (PPC
meetings info), Ricardo will be showing his own work, including nudes, portraits, and landscapes. Of his
PPC talk, A Few Things I’ve Learned Over Forty Years, Barros says:
“... my goal is to address something larger than
my portfolio in this presentation."
"I hope to shed light on how we, as viewers,
may look at and speak critically of
contemporary visual art.”
For over fifteen years Ricardo was Photographer in Residence at
Grounds for Sculpture. His images are in the permanent
collections of several major museums, including the Smithsonian
and Philadelphia Museum of Art.
As a former student of Ricardo's, your editor is looking forward
to a thoughtful, insightful talk, with an abundance of good
photography as a visual bonus.

GROUNDS FOR SCULPTURE ACCEPTANCES AND AWARDS!
The first PPC acceptances are in for the annual Focus on Sculpture exhibit at Hamilton's Grounds for
Sculpture! Members News proudly announces that amongst the 2011 exhibitors will be our friends and fellow
members ELSIE ALLEN, ALAN KESSELHAUT (Merit Award), MAIA REIM, and RICHARD TRENNER.
[IMAGES ON FOLLOWING PAGE]
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Of special note:
Alan Kesselhaut's image
"Guggenheim Spiral" (above)
won a rare Merit Award!
Congratulations to all whose
images were accepted for
this exhibition. Special
Congratulations to our own
"fab four" Elsie, Alan,
Maia, and Richard.

We expect this MN issue to trigger
submissions from other PPC'ers whose
images have been accepted at GFS. Look
for more GFS successes in following MN
issues.

Focus on Sculpture opens January 22,
2011, and runs through March 20. Catch
the opening reception from 4-6 pm on Jan
22. It all happens at
Grounds For Sculpture,
18 Fairgrounds Road
Hamilton, NJ 08619,
(609) 586-0616
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PATRICIA BENDER's 64-image solo show, Framed Nouns: People, Places & Things , at
Bouras Galleries 25 DeForest Avenue, Summit, NJ 07901 through December 30.
http://www.cWOW.org
PATRICIA also has an image in Metro 27 at City Without Walls, 6 Crawford Street Newark, NJ., open
through December 22. Tel. 908.277.6054
IGOR SVIBILSKY's exhibit at Dalet Gallery, 141 N 2nd Street, Philadelphia, runs through January 8, 2011.
More: Dalet Gallery. Directions MAP
Register now for GARY SARETZKY's History of Photography, PHO110, at Mercer County Community
College, Thursdays, beginning January 27, 2011. http://www.mccc.edu/admissions_registration.shtml

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
(Please contain your excitement -- No recent operational changes. Text was expanded for clarity.)
Please read this, then SHARE NEWS of your photography awards, exhibitions, publications, and other public
acknowledgments of merit by sending your images and story directly to the Newsletter Editor:
JerryGerberPhoto@gmail.com . Your submission implies that you are OK with these Guidelines:
1.

Members News (MN) mission is to celebrate and promote members whose photography has been publicly
recognized as being of high merit. We seek timely news from members about their awards, exhibits, publications,
and other recognition of exceptional photography or knowledge about photography.

2.

We don't seek out stories. We don't print stories from one club member about another. If you want your item in MN,
send it to the editor yourself, and identify it as "For Members News." Send to JerryGerberPhoto@gmail.com .

3.

Everyone wants to see your Images! Include a couple of any size and format. Name your image files as:
Lastname_Firstname_ImageTitle.jpg. (MN image labels derive from the file name.)

4.

Tell us the whole story: Include at least contact info, and the who, what, where, and when of your item. More
info is better than too little. The editor likes to cut.

5.

Your text will be rewritten, edited, and quoted at the editor's discretion for consistency with the MN style and
format. Your images will automatically be sized and processed to a common MN format. Press Releases do
not run as submitted. They will also be altered to fit the Newsletter style and format.

6.

Please do not send us material that is copyrighted or wholly or partly created by others. We do not publish
magazine or book pages, web pages, or similar materials owned or created by others.

7.

Submit date-sensitive information at least three weeks before the event to ensure timely coverage.

8.

Accepted stories will be distributed by email and posted on the PPC website.

9.

We try to get it right. If we err and you let us know, we'll print a correction in a following issue.
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